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JUDGMENT

1. The case of the prosecution as it ermerges from the record, briefly, is 

that on 14/1/5, the informant Smti. Mridusmita Medhi lodged a FIR before the Latasil  

police station, alleging inter-alia that on 13/1/15, her husband Anubhav Medhi went 

out of the house at around 11-30 am., with one Chinmoy Baruah of 
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Noonmati area.  Thereafter, she called her husband at about 6-00 pm., who told her 

that  he was with  Chinmoy Baruah.  Again,  she called at  around 10 pm.,  and her 

husband told that he was Jurpukhuripar with Chinmoy Baruah and will  be coming 

home soon. As her husband did not reach home, hence, she called up her husband 

but his phone was switched off. Then she tried to call Chinmoy Baruah several times 

but his phone was not reachable. At around 12'O'clock, Chinmoy Baruah picked up 

the phone and told her that he was brutally beaten up by the accused persons by  

weapons and was in serious condition. But then, one police man took up the phone 

and informed her that her husband was no more. So she went to the police station 

where these persons were in police custody and told her that they killed her husband. 

Moreover, her husband was to get Rs.10,000/- from Chinmoy Baruah. She alleged 

that her husband was killed by the above mentioned persons. 



2. Having received the above FIR, the police registered the Latasil PS. 

Case  No.21/15  and  took  up  the  due  process  of  the  investigation.   During  the 

investigation, the I/O visited the place of occurrence and recorded the statement of 

the  witnesses.  After  having  found  a  case  well  established  at  the  end  of  the 

investigation,  the I/O submitted the charge-sheet  against  the accused persons to 

face trial in the court. 

3. The  accused  persons  appeared  after  receive  of  summons  and 

accordingly,learned Judicial Magistrate, 1st Class, Kamrup (M) Guwahati, furnished 

the relevant copies of the case as required u/s 207 CrPC., and committed the case to 

the Sessions Court, Kamrup (M) Guwahati for trial since the offence was exclusively 

triable by court of sessions. Hence a separate sessions case was registered and 

then, transferred to this court for its disposal. 

4. After  hearing  both  the  sides,  the  charge  u/s  302/34  IPC  framed 

against the accused persons. The charge so framed, was read over and explained 

to the accused persons who pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

5. During the trial, the prosecution examined as many as, 12 witnesses 

including the I/O and Mo to support its case. Thereafter, in the statement recorded 

u/s 313 CrPC., the accused persons denied the entire evidence of the prosecution, 

incriminating them and took the plea that the deceased intially attacked the accused 

Muktikam Phukan and  then the accused Satyakam Phukan came out to rescue his 

brother  and  there  was  quarrelled  between  them  where  both  the  sides  received 

injuries to their persons and in the result, the deceased lost his life. 
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However, the accused persons did not adduce any defence witness but submitted 

their evidence in affidavit of formal nature. The argument of both sides was heard at 

length. 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION : 

6. Whether on 13/1/15, at about 12 pm., the accused persons in furtherance of 

common  intention,  committed  murder  of  Anubhav  Medhi,  the  husband  of  the 

complainant, with intent to cause his death ;

DECISION AND REASON THEREFORE :

7. Learned Addl. Public Prosecutor submitted that the evidence of the 

prosecution witnesses clearly reveals that it was none other than the two accused 

persons committed the murder of the victim in a quarrel that took place near their  

home  on  the  fateful  night.  He  submitted  that  common  intention  of  the  accused 

persons is needless to clear meeting of thier mind prior to the occurrence first but can 

be inferred from their conduct and at the spur of the moment and mere fact that the 

victim attacked the accused first with bare hand cannot be a ground under the law for 

private defence of the accused persons inasmuch, the law for private defence cannot 

be used for extreme step of termination of a life of a persons unless the aggravating 

circumstances goes to overweight the mitigating circumstances of a  facts. Here in 

the present case, the accused persons went beyond their private defence to take the 

life  of  the  victim  who  came without  any  weapon  in  his  hand.  Therefore,  private 

defence cannot be available to the accused persons as per law. He submitted that 



the prosecution has able to bring home the charge against the accused persons by 

adducing its reliable evidence and as such, the accused persons are liable to be 

convicted as per law. 

8. Per contra, learned Sr. Counsel for the accused persons vehemently 

agrued that the prosecution must show why the accused persons sufferred injuries 

on their persons in the occurrence and there is no evidence on record to disclose that 

both the accused had prior meeting of mind to attack the victim. He submitted that 

the evidence of the prosecution clearly shows that the victim was well built, tall and 

hefty  man who suddenly  attacked one of  the accused persons and to save him, 

another accused emerages in the scene to intervening the same and in the process, 

the victim lost his sense and died due to his over intoxication and for own cronic  

disease and under above circumstances, the previous meeting of mind of the 
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accused persons does not arise at all as they had no intention to murder the victim.  

Thus the law of  private defence is  applicable to this  case as the injuries on the 

persons of both accused indicates that the victim was the first who attacked them. He 

submitted that the evidence of the prosecution is sufficient enough to disclose that 

the accused  persons had any motive to take the life of the victim. There is lack of  

reliable evidence adduced by the prosecution side to prove the fact that it was the 

accused persons who assaulted the victim physically which resulted in death of the 

victim. Hence the accused persons are entitled to get the benefit of doubt as well as,  

benefit of their right of private defence. He usged therefore, to acquit the accused 

persons from the charge of the case. 



9. Thus from the above contentions of the parties, it appears that there 

is no dispute about presence of both accused persons at the place of occurrence at 

the relevant time. But the evidence of the prosecution needs to place on record to 

appreciate the real facts of the case of the prosecution. It appears from the record  

that the prosecution examined the informant Smti. Mridusmita Medhi as PW1. She 

was the wife of the victim. She corroborated the contents of the FIR vide Ext.1 and 2 

which was proved by her. She deposed that all the day long, her victim husband was 

with Chinmoy Baruah on the fateful, day. In the evening, she came to know over  

phone from the victim that he was at Ankurjyoti Club, Jurpukhuripar, Uzanbazar with 

Chinmoy  Baruah.  Thereafter,  she  could  not  contact  her  deceased  husband  and 

Chinmoy  Baruah  and  ultimately,  at  around  12  am.,  she  could  contact  Chinmoy 

Baruah over phone who reported her that in the above club, her husband had an 

altercation with the accused persons and the accused Satyakam Phukan  had hit her 

husbannd on his head with some weapon and that her husband had injury on the 

head. At that time some other person took up the mobile phone and told her that 

Chinmoy Baruah was lieing and in fact, her husband died. He was the officier-in-

charge  of  Latasil  police  station.  Thereafter,  she  went  to  the  said  police  station 

immediately, and found the two accused persons inside the lock up and the police 

had  shown  them  to  her  stating  that  they  were  the  perpetrators.  The  accused 

Satyakam Phukan came towards her within the lock up and told her that he killed her 

husband.  Thereafter,  she saw the deadbody of  her  husband with  two legs  were 

protruding outside in a vehicle with the whole jeans was wet in blood and she saw 

blood on his head and severe injuries on his face with blood comming out therefrom. 

10. Apparently,  PW1 is  a  reported  witness  of  the  occurrence and her 

evidence is not direct. Thus her evidence does not come to help the prosecution as 
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far as, the occurrence is concerned. But her evidence confirms the injuries sustained 

by the victim husband before his death.  It is also, not disputed her evidence that the 

accused persons were seen in the lock up of the police station at the time of visit of  

PW1 at the police station after getting the information of commission of the alleged 

crime.  

11. PW2 Chinmoy Baruah was the person who reported the incident to 

PW1 and had been with the deceased for the day long on the fateful day as stated by 

PW1. It is the evidence of PW2 that on the fateful day, he along with the victim had 

gone to  Deputy Commissioner's  office and returned therefrom at  about  5-30 pm. 

Thereafter, he went home like the victim. At about 7-30 pm., he came to Chandmari 

and then, to Silpukhuri on his car with the victim. While he was at Silpukhuri, the 

accused Muktikam Phukan called him over phone 5 to 6 times to come to Ankurjyoti  

Club, Jurpukhuripar, Uzanbazar, Guwahati. Hence he along with the victim went to 

the said club at around 9 to 9-30 pm. On reaching the club, he saw that the accused 

Muktikam  Phukan  was  having  drinks  alone.  Both  of  them  joined  the  accused 

Muktikam in the drink and took one peg each. By that time, at around 10-20 to 10-30 

pm., he told them that it was time to close the club and hence, the accused Muktikam 

Phukan came out of the club while he engaged himself to close the windows and 

doors of the club. In the meantime, he heard the noise of quarrel between the victim 

and the accused Muktikam Phukan and hence, he came out and separated them and 

he told the accused Muktikam Phukan to go then, the said accused snatched his 

mobile phone and threw it  on the road and his mobile phone was disassembled. 

Thereafter, the accused Muktikam Phukan went away. At that time, he saw the victim 



was sitting beside a light post. Thereafter, he again, went back to the club for shutting 

its doors. When he was about to close the outer door of the club, he noticed that the  

victim was not there. He checked inside his car and finding the victim not there, he 

proceeded towards the house of the accused Muktikam Phukan. On the way, he 

noticed  that  the  victim  was  lying   near  the  residence  of  the  accused  Muktikam 

Phukan with profused bleeding from head, abdomen and legs. He saw the accused 

doctor Satyakam Phukan, wielding a cricket stump like blackish rod and hitting the 

victim with the help of the same. Thereafter, as the accused Satyakam Phukan was 

about to hit  the victim again,  he grabbed the hands of  the said accused but  the 

accused told him not to come in between. 

12. PW2 further stated that  at that  time, the victim was conscious. He 

asked the victim to stand up with the help of the boundary grill of the pond and told 

him that he will bring his car to take him to the hospital.  But the victim was not 
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able to rise while he was also, not able to help the victim to stand up due to his  

weight. The accused Satyakam Phukan at that time, did not help him.  However, the  

accused Satyakam Phukan brought a stethoscope from his residence and examined 

the victim. In the meantime, he reassembed his mobile phone and then, he got a call 

from PW1. Meanwhile the police arrived at the place of occurrence andone of the 

police persons, took his phone and informed PW1 that the victim was no more. 

13. According to PW2, the police took the body of the victim to the police 

station. He also, went to the police station while the accused persons also, arrived at  

the police station to give information about the incident. He alongwith the accused 



persons were kept in the police custody for the whole of the night. On the next day, 

he was allowed to go but his car with its key and mobile phone were kept back by the  

police. After 21 days, he received back his car with his mobile phone. He recorded 

his statement vide Ext.3 and he proved his signatures thereon. 

14. In the cross-examination, PW2 stated that the accused Muktikam did 

not  know  the  deceased  and  met  the  deceased  for  the  first  time  on  the  day  of 

occurrence in the club. The accused Satyakam might have known the deceased as 

he  had  once  taken  the  deceased  for  treatment.  He  had  never  liquor  with  the 

deceased and it was the first time he had the liquor with the deceased. He introduced 

the deceased to the accused Muktikam. The deceased was a well buit and 6 feet tall  

man. From Ankurjyoti club, the residence of the accused persons is at a distance of 

about 400 feet and the way to the residence is straight from the club. The approach 

road to the residence of the accused is 4 feet wide which is made of concrete slabs  

and beneath it, there is a drain. On the left side of the approach road, the wall with 

iron grill streches from the begining of the approach road to the end of it. On the right 

side of the approach road, there are houses of Sishir  Goswami and the accused 

having boundary concrete walls. The wall on the left side of the approach road, is 

about 2-1/2 feet and thereuon, there is iron grill of 2 feet height. The residence of the 

accused persons is almost in the middle of the approach road and the approach is 

not negotiable by car. 

15. PW2 further  discloses that  the deceased had chased the accused 

Muktikam after he noticed the deceased was sitting underneath a light post. He is 

involved in construction business and he was in judicial custody in connection with a 

NDPS case. 



16. The evidence of PW3 Sishir Goswami is that both the accused 
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persons are his next door neighbours. On the fateful day, at about 11 pm., while he 

was sitting on the varanda of his house, he saw the accused Muktikam was going to 

his reidence. When the accused Muktikam crossed the front of his gate, he noticed 

that another boy was running after the said accused. After sometime, the accused 

Muktikam screamed 'why are you beating me'.  His  gate was locked from inside. 

However, he saw from the gate that the boy was beating the accused Muktikam with 

his hands after throwing him on the ground while the accused Muktikam was raising 

cry  for  help.  Thereafter,  the  accused  Muktikam called  his  brother  Dr.  Satyakam 

Phukan crying 'save me, save me'. Hence the accused Satyakam came to the place 

and separated them and asked the boy why was he beating his brother. Thereafter, 

other  boy  threw  the  accused Satyakam on the  ground  and  started  beating  him. 

During the scuffle, the other boy(deceased) fell several times on the concrete floor, 

walls and fencing. By that time, he noticed the other boy(deceased) started bleeding. 

Thereafter, PW2 came to the place of occurrence and he told PW2 to take the other  

boy with him. Instead of  taking the said boy,  PW2 started to quarrelling with the 

accused persons. He advised PW2 to call an ambulance to take the other boy to 

hospital. But PW2 did not pay any heed. Hence the accused Satyakam called the 

ambulance by phone. In the said scuffle,  the accused Muktikam suffered several 

bleedin injuries.  Both the accused then, went into their residence and he also, went 

inside  his  house.  He stated  that  his  statement  was  recorded.  At  this  stage,  the 

prosecution declared PW3 hostile and cross-examined him. 



17. PW4 Sapan Jumar Singh deposed that on the fateful day, at around 

11-30 pm., the acused Satyakam called him over phone that the accused was called  

by Latasil police station and so, his mother will  be alone in his residence and the 

accused requested him to stay with his mother. Thereafter, he came to the residence 

of the accused and found police present at the entrance of the house. The police told 

him that some person died and asked him to come back from the residence of the 

accused.  He  went  inside  the  house  of  the  accused  and  met  the  mother  of  the 

accused and after consoling her for few minutes, he came out of the house of the 

accused. Thereafter  he saw that the police wrapped the dead body to put  into a  

vehicle and collected blood sample from the place where the dead body was lying 

and took his signatures. The dead body was taken to the latasil police station and he 

also, went there. The police seized blood sample vide Ext.6 with his signature. The 

police again came back to the residence of the accused with Muktikam Phukan and 

seized certain cloth like pant,  shirt,  sweater)  vide Ext.7 with his signature.  In the 

cross-examination, PW4 stated that all the seized cloths were blood stained. 
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18. PW5 Dr.  Mrinal  Haloi  is  the  medical  officer  who  conducted  post-

mortem examination on the dead body of the victim Anubhav Medhi vide reference to 

Latasil  PS  GD entry  no.389/15  dated  14/1/15  and  being  identified  by  UBC 914 

Dhruba Das and Anuroop Medhi, brother of the victim. On examination, PW5 found 

the injuries on the dead body as ;

External  appearance :-  a  male  dead  body  of  average  built,  swarthy  

complexion, dressed with blue coloured jeans pant, black coloured jacket,  

while sweater andblack coloured half pant ; eyes and mouth closed ; body 

was  cold  on  touch;  post-mortem  hypostasis  of  bluish  purple  in  colour  



present over back and is fixed ; rigor mortis present and fully developed all 

over the body ; penis, scrotum and anus healthy ;

External wounds :- 1] abrasion of size ; 1cm X 1cm present over left side of 

forehead located 2 cm above eye brow and 2.5cm above supra orbital ridge 

and 2cm left to midline which is red in colour ;

2] contusion of size ; 3cm X 1cm present over left side of face located 1cm  

    below eye and 6cm left to midline which is blue in colour ;

3] contusion of size; 4.5cm X 2.5cm present over nose, which is blue in 

     colour; 

4] contusion of size; 4cm X 3cm present over right side of face located 2cm  

below eye and 4cm right to midline which is blue in colour;

5] laceration of size; 1cm X 0.5cm X muscle deep present over left side of  

    upper lip margin of which is irregular and contused;

6] abrasion of size; 4cm X 1cm present over right forearm located 11cm 

    below wrist joint which is red in colour ;

7] stab wound of size; 2cm X 1cm X muscle deep which is spindled in shape 

     present over left leg located 18cm below knee joint, margin of which is  

    clean cut ;

Mark  of  ligature  on  neck:-  no  ligature  mark  detected  over  neck.  On  

dissection, the neck tissues are found to be healthy ;  Scalp:- contusion of  

size ; 8cm X 5cm present over frontal scalp which is blue in colour; Skull :- 

the skull  is  healthy  ;  Vertebrae :-  all  are healthy ;  Membrane :-  diffused  

subdural haemorrhage present over bilateral cerebral hemisphere ;  Brain :-  

brain is found healthy ; Spinal cord :- not examined ; Thorax : Walls, ribs and 

cartilages :-  walls  healthy,  ribs  and cartilages  all  are  healthy; Pleurae :-  



congested ; Larynx and trachea :- mucosae congested, larynx and tracheal 

rings are healthy; Lungs :- both are congested ; Pericardiam :- healthy ; Heart 

:- healthy and chambers content liquid and clotted blood ; Vessels :- all are 
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healthy ; Abdomen : Wall :- healthy, peritoneum congested ; mouth, pharynx 

oesophagus mucosae congested ; The stomach and its contents :- mucosae 

congested and cavity contains partly digested semi-solid food substances  

which do not have any suspicious smell ; Small intestine and its contents :- 

mucosae congested and contains digestive food substances which do not  

have  any  suspicious  smell  ;  Large  intestine  and  its  contents :-  mucosa  

congested  contains  gases  and  faecal  matters  ;  Liver :-  enlarged  and  

cogested weighing  1800 gms.,  which  is  yellow brown in  colour.  Multiple  

nodules of size varying from 2 to 8 mm all over at places. On dissection  

gritty  sensation  felt;  Spleen :-  healthy;  Kidneys :-  both  are  cogested  ;  

Bladdar :- mucosae congested and cavity is empty ; 

Organ of  generation :  external  as described ;  internal  healthy ;  Muscles,  

Bones and Joints :- injury as described ; Decease or deformity :- as described 

; Fracture :-  not  detected  ;  Dislocation :-  not  detected  ;  Note :-  viscera  

preserved  in  saturated  solution  of  sodium  chloride  and  5  ml  of  blood  

preserved in sodium fluoride. Jar I contains stomach with its contents. Jar II 

contains portion of liver with galbladdar and one half of each  kidney. Jar III 

contains  sample  of  preservative  used,  i.e.  saturated  solution  of  sodium  

chloride. Vial contains 5 ml of blood in sodium fluoride. All viscera, blood  

and relevant paper documents are properly packed, lebelled, sealed, signed 



and  handed over to the police to be sent to the DFS, Kahilipara;

Opinion as to cause of death :-  opinion regarding cause of death is kept  

pending till the receipt of chemical examier's analysis report of viscera and 

blood from DFS,  Kahilipara.  However,  all  the injuries  described are ante-

mortem, caused by blunt force impact except injury no.7, which is caused by 

double edged sharp cutting pointed tip weapon. Apprxtt. time since death :- 

12 to 14 hours. 

19. PW5 submitted the report vide Ext.8 and proved it with the signatures 

thereon  with  forwading  letter,  dead  body  challan,  inquest  report  and  command 

certificate vide Ext.9, 10 and 11 respectively.  In the cross-examination, PW5 stated 

that the injury no.7 can be caused due to fall on a two edged sharp cutting pointed tip  

weapon triangular in shape. The description of injury in the scalp can be caused due 

to dashing against a wall or on any rough surface. The deceased was suffering from 

cirrhosis of liver. Excess consumption of alcohol is one of the causes of cirrhotic of  

liver. After getting the report from the DFS, he gave his 
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opinion and with Dr. R.R. Chaliha, thereafter, concurring with the report, resulted in 

the final report as to the cause of death. 

20. PW6 Ms. Renu Bora Handique is the serologist of DFS, Kahilipara. 

She deposed that on 19/1/15 while she was working as Scientific Officer, Serology 

Division, DFS, Kahilipara at Guwahati, on that day, she received a parcel through the 

Director which was packed and sealed with cloth and then, in a carton and sealed 



with the offical seal of police department in connection with Latasil police station case 

no.21/15 u/s  302/34 IPC. After receiving of the parcel, she opened the same and 

found of consist of 9 exhibits which are as ; 

1]  one  brown  coloured  long  pant  said  to  be  trouser  containing  stains  of 

suspected blood marked as 'A' corresponding to MR No.1/15 / Sero-3433/A;

2] one pink coloured full shirt containing stain of suspected blood marked as 

'A1' corresponding to MR No.1/15/ Sero-3433/B;

3] one cream coloured full sweater having blood stain marked as 'A2' / Sero-

3433/C ;

4] one sealed plastic airtighted container containing stains of blood  collected 

from place of occurrence marked as 'B' corresponding to MR No.2/15/ Sero-3433/D ;

5]  one  EDTA  vial  concurring  blood  sample  of  the  victim  marked  as  'C' 

corresponding to MR No.3/15 / Sero-3433/E;

6]  one dark blue coloured jeans long pant containing stains of suspected 

blood marked as 'C1' / Sero- 3433/F ; 

7]  one  black  coloured  jeans,  jacket  containing  stain  of  suspected  blood 

marked as 'C2' / Sero-3433/G; 

8] two nos. of EDTA vial of accused which was collected by GMCH doctor 

accused Satyakam Phukan marked as 'D'; Muktikam Phukan marked as 'D1'/ Sero-

3433/ H and Sero-3433/H1 ; 

21. PW6 stated that she examined the said exhibits carefully and got the 

following results ;

1] Exts. Sero-3433/A, Sero-3433/E, Sero-3433/F, Sero-3433/G gave positve 

test for human blood group B; 

2] Exts. Sero-3433/C, Sero-3433/H and sero-3433/H1 gave positve test for 



human blood of group O ;

3] Exts. Sero-3433/B and Sero-3433/ D gave positve test for human blood but 

its group could not be given due to denature of blood ;
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22. Accordingly, PW6 submitted the reported vide Ext.13 and 14 aand 

proved the same. 

23. PW7 Dr. Rituraj Chaliha who is the Professor and Head, Department 

of Forensic Medicine, GMCH, deposed that  on 1/6/15, he signed the final report of 

Latasil PS GD Entry no.389 dated 14/1/15 and the PMR No.115/15 dated 14/1/15. 

On the basis of post-mortem findings and chemical examination report of viscera of 

the deceased Anubhav Medhi @ Tinku, he opined that death was due to coma as a 

result of injuries sustained over the head. All the injuries were ante-mortem, caused 

by blunt  force impact  except  the injury no.7 which was caused by double edged 

sharp cutting pointed tip weapon. However, the person was under the influence of 

alcohol at the time of death and the amount of ethyl alcohol was estimated as 0.361 

g percent. The viscera analysis report no.DFS 1190/67/toxicology 31/15, which read 

as  'no  poison was found in  the exhibit  no.  Tox  31(d)  gave positive test  of  ethyl  

alcohol'. The amount of ethyl alcohol in the exhibit Tox 31(d) was estimated as 0.361 

g percent.  PW7 submitted the final report vide Ext.15 and 16 and proved the same. 

He stated that there is no difference as to what would have been the injuries in the  

person, had not been under the influence of  alcohol.  In the cross-examination, PW7 

stated that blood alcohol level of 0.361 g percent is high.  When a person is alive and 

has taken alcohol and when he does the blood alcohol at estimation, and he finds 



that the level is above 200 mg percent but on clinical examination, the person is 

found to behave normally, then he assumes that the person is habituated to alcohol 

ingestion. Blood alcohol level after death may increase or may remain constant or 

may even decrease. 

24. It is the evidence of PW8 Sharmishtha Borah who is the executive 

magistrate,  that on 14/1/15, she received a call from her ADM to go to Latasil police  

station for coducting an inquest in connection with Latasil PS GD entry no.384 dated 

14/1/15. She reached the said station at around 8 am., and she found the body of the 

deceased  lying  on  a  streacher  outside  the  station  building.   The  deceased  was 

identified by his brother as Anubhav Medhi.  On examination, she found the cut mark  

on the left leg of the deceased. The eyes and the mouth were closed, limbs straight. 

The blood stains found on the mouth, nose and both the legs. The deceased was 

wearing a blue jeans, black belt, while sweater, black jacket and black shoes and all  

were stained with blood. PW8 submitted the report vide Ext.11 and proved the same. 

25. PW9 Jogeswar Bordoloi is the Scientific Officer, DFS, Kahilipara, 
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Assam, Toxicology  Division,  deposed that on 19/1/15 he received a parcel from his 

Director in connection with Latasil PS  Case No.21/15 and GD entry no.389 dated 

14/1/15, PMR No.115/15, consisted of 5 exhibits enclosed in a carton wrapped with 

cloth covered with sealed and the facsimile of the seal was found to be of Asstt. 

Commissioner of police, Panbazar. 

Description of articles :-

 1] one plastic jar containing – stomach with its contents, marked as exhibit 



no.Tox- 31(a) ;

 2] one plastic jar containing- portion of liver with galbladdar and half of each 

kidney, marked as exhibit no. Tox-31(b) and Tox-31(c) respectively ; 

 3] one plastic vial containing around 5 ml of blood in sodium fluoride, marked 

as  exhibit no. Tox-31(d) ;

 4] one plastic bottle containing sample of preservative used in the article no.1 

and 2 i.e. saturated solution of sodium chloride, marked as exhibit no. Tox-31(e). 

26. He stated that after careful examination of the exhibits, the result of  

examination was as follows ; 

1] no poison was foundin the exhibit no.Tox-31(a), (b) (c) and (e). 

2] the exhibit no.Tox-31(d) gave positve test for ethyl alcohol, estmated as 

0.361 gm. percent.  Accordingly, PW9 filed the report vide Ext.16 and 17 and proved 

the same. 

27. PW10 Dr. Mahibul Islam deposed that as per the documents available 

in the hospital,  the police brought Doctor Satyakam Phukan to the MMC hospital on  

15/1/15,  at  about  1:10  pm.,  in  connection  with  Latasil  PS  case  No.21/15.  On 

examination, he was found to have abrasion on the right hand about; 1cm X 1cm X 

2cm in  size.  He had also,  two abrasions  on his  left  knee joint.  The patient  was 

discharged after treatment from the casulty. The nature of injury suffered by the said 

patient  was  found  to  be  simple.  He  filed  the  report  vide  Ext.18  and  proved  his 

signature thereon. 

28. Further PW10 stated that on the same day, in connection with the 

same police station case, another person named; Muktikam Phukan was brought to 



the  MMC hospital  by  the  police  and  on  examination,  he  was  found  to  have  an 

abrasion on his left hand, size- 1cm X 1cm X 1cm. On clinical examination, he was  

found to have suffered fracture in his nasal bone. Thereafter he was sent for detained 

ENT examination.  The nature of injury is grievous. Accordingly, PW10 
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filed the  report  vide Ext.19.  PW10 stated that  later  on,  x-ray  report  of  Muktikam 

Phukan submitted to him vide Ext.20, which did not confirm fracture in the nasal bone 

but confirmed fracture in the base of 5th right metacarpal bone. Thus the evidence of  

PW10 confirms the simple injuries on the person of the accused Shataykam Phukan 

while the accused Muktikam Phukan had simple injuries with fracture injury which 

can be held as grievous in nature. 

29. PW11 Rebati  Baruah,  the  initial  I/O  of  the  case,  deposed that  on 

14/1/15 he went on petrolling duty, accompanied by his staff at around 10 pm. while 

he was on such duty, the I/C of Latasil police station informed him that some incident 

took place at Jurpukhuripar and asked him to visit the place. Accordingly, he went  

there and found a dead body of a young male person, lying over there. He informed 

the O/C. concerned Sidananda Borah who immediately, rushed to the spot. The dead 

body was lying in a pool of blood and as such, he collected blood sample found near 

the dead body in two cotton pieces and seized the same vide Ext.6 wit his signature.  

He wrapped up the dead body with a cloth and brought it to the police station and as  

it was late night, he kept the dead body at the police station to sent it for post-mortem 

examination on next  day.  Again he along with  Sidananda Borah,  and other  high 

police officials returned to place of occurrence,  and he went to the house of the 

accused persons which was adjacent to the place of occurrence and searched the 



house  where  he  found  blood  stained  cloths  namely;  one  brown  coloured  blood 

stained  trouser,  one  pink  coloured  blood  stained  full  shirt  and  one  light  cream 

coloured blood  stained sweater of the accused Muktikam Phukan and he seized the  

same vide Ext.11 with his signature. When the dead body was taken to the police 

station, he found both the accused present in the police station. He sent the accused 

persons for medical examination and blood test to ascertain the blood contained in 

the seized cloths.   Thereafter, he sent the dead body for post-mortem examination 

vide forwarding letter Ext.9, the challan vide Ext.10 and command certificate vide 

Ext.12 with his signatures. 

30. On next  day,  the wife of  the deceased(PW1) filed the FIR and as 

such, the investigation of the case was entrusted to I/O Diganta Borah. He handed 

over the diary of the case along with the container, containing blood of the accused 

persons being collected by doctors of GMCH which was seized vide Ext.21 with his 

signature. He identified the seized cloths of the accused Muktikam Phukan vide MR 

Ext.1, 2, 3 and 4. In the cross-examination, PW11 proved the FIR vide Ext.A filed by 

the accused Satykam Phukan dated 13/1/15. After the investigation, he filed a report 

vide Ext.B which contained particularly, that 'after hearing hue and cry, 
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Satyakma Phukan the elder brother of Muktikam Phukan came out of from his house  

and it  can be presumed that  the  repeated attack  by  both  the  accused brothers,  

resulted in the death of Anubhav Medhi'. But he admitted that he was not an eye 

witness and he presumed the said fact in the report. He stated that after received of 

his report, the O/C concerned registered GD entry no.394 dated 14/1/15 vide Ext.C. 

After filing the Ext.B, PW1 filed the FIR of the case.  He found in the inquiry that  

Satyakam Phukan lodged the FIR as unknown person who the deceased person. 



31. PW12 Diganta Borah is the I/O of the case. He stated that during the 

investigation of Latasil PS Case No.21/15, he examined the complainant; PW1, he 

visited the place of occurrence, examined the witnesses and drew the sketch map of 

the  crime spot  vide Ext.22.  Before  registration  of  Latasil  PS Case No.21/15,  the 

accused  persons  filed  an  ejahar  in  the  police  station.   Accordingly,  the  O/C 

concerned  engaged PW11 to investigate the case.   He found both the accused 

persons in the thana and he interrogated them thoroughly. After finding them involed 

in  the  crime,  he  arrested  the  accused  persons.  During  the  examination  of  the 

witnesses, he came to know that the accused assaulted the victim by means of a 

stick. Hence he was under the impression that the said stick might have thrown into 

the Jurpukhuri pond. Accordingly, he took steps to search the stick in the pond to 

recover the same but he could not find out the stick used in the crime. He sent the  

PW2 and 3 to record their statement u/s 164 CrPC. He collected the FSL report  and 

post-mortem report of the deceased and seized the blood sample and cloths of the 

deceased vide Ext.23 with his signature. He also, seized the blood samples of the 

accused  persons  collected  by  the  previous  I/O.  After  having  found  a  case  well 

established, he filed the charge-sheet against the accused persons  vide Ext.24 with 

his signature. He also, proved the FIR vide Ext.1 and 2 and the FIR lodged by the 

accused vide Ext.A. He stated that the witness; PW3 stated to him that  on hearing 

shouting of Muktikam Phukan,  Satyakam Phukan @ Babu came out from his house  

and both them assaulted the man by means of stick, was seen to him and that he  

saw while beating, the man fell down on the ground with with blood oozing out, but  

he did not see wherefrom, the blood came out while beating the man, he tried to  

prevent the accused persons but they did not heed the same'.     He proved the said 

statement of PW3 vide Ext.5 recorded by him.  He identified the seized cloth; jeans 

pant and jacket vide MR ext.1 and 2 respectively. It does not appear that the accused 

did not  rise any dispute over the seized blood stained cloths and blood samples 



collected by the I/O.
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32. From the evidence of the witnesses of the prosecution so tendered in 

the case,  reveals that  the PW2 and 3 are the only eye witnesses of  the alleged 

occurrence and as such, it appears that the prosecution case rests mainly on their 

evidence. Other witnesess are not direct witness of the occurrence and also, ,official 

witness.  PW1 is  the  wife  of  the  deceased person  and filed  the  FIR  against  the 

accused persons.  But  her  evidence is  not  direct.  Hence such evidence does not 

come to help the case of the prosecution. It is correct to say that PW1 filed the FIR 

vide Ext.1 on next day of the occurrence whereas, the accused filed the FIR vide 

Ext.A immediately after the occurrence and a GD entry was registered in the police 

station. But it appears from the evidence of the I/O, no case was registered by the 

police on the basis of Ext.A neither it  contains details of the occurrence. Only an 

enquiry  was  conducted  by  the  I/O  and  submitted  a  report  vide  Ext.B.  The 

investigation of the case only started when Ext.1 was filed by PW1. As such Ext.1 

can be accepted the FIR of the case to set the law in motion formally. 

33. There is no dispute that the deceased died on the spot and  at the 

relevant time, the accused persons were present at the place of occurrence. The 

place of occurrence is admittedly, in front of residence of the accused persons who 

are the brothers. It is also, admitted fact that the deceased attacked the accused 

Muktikam Phukan first  with  bare hands and alone at  night.  There was however, 

sufficient light existed at the place of occurrence without any visibilty problem. The 

appearance of the accused Shatyakam Phukan subsequent to hearing of scream of  



his brother for help is not disputed. The medical evidence tendered by PW5 and 7 is 

found consistant with each other and the findings are not disputed. The evidence of 

PW4 is not direct but he narrated the circumstances after the occurrence was over.  

PW6 is a serologist and gave her opinion regarding the blood samples as human 

blood. PW8 gave her evidence in suppoort of medical evidence. PW9 submitted the 

FSL report relating to viscera and blood which is come under any challenge. PW10 

gave medical examination report of the accused persons which does not rise any 

dispute. PW11 and 12 narrated about the investigation of the case.

34. It appears that PW2  was present at the place of occurrence since he 

accompanied the deceased day long on the fateful day and he was known to the 

accused persons.  The evidence of  PW2 shows that  prior  to  the  occurrence,  the 

deceased had altercation with the accused Muktikam Phukan which was intervened 

by PW2. He appears to be natural witness of the occurrence. His evidence discloses 

that the accused Shatyakam Phukan hitting the deceased with a blackish rod while 
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the deceased was lying on the ground. But PW3 does not corroborated the fact that 

the  accused  Shatyakam Had  a  rod  on  his  hand.  The  prosecution  declared  him 

hostile. But the evidence of PW3 which supports the prosecution case, can be used 

in the case. 

35. However,  PW3  discloses  that  there  was  scuffle  between  the 

deceased and the accused Shatyakam Phukan. It appears from the evidence of PW2 

and 3 that it was PW3 who saw the incident from the inception. PW2 came to the  

spot a little bit latter. Thus the evidence of PW3 is more reliable than PW2 since he 



was under influence of alcohol like the deceased. Moreover the I/O could not find out  

any offending rod not only from the possession of the accused persons but also, from 

the nearby pond. The medical evidence does not support the fact that the injuried 

were caused by blunt rod like object.  Hence use of a blackish rod by the accused 

Shatyakam Phukan to beat the deceased is come under doubt.

36. Further going through the evidence of PW3, it appears that when the 

accused Shatyakam Phukan arrived on the spot to save his brother Mutikam from the 

clutch  of  the  deceased,  the  accused  Shatyakam  Phukan  was  attacked  by  the 

deecased and threw him into the ground and started to beat him, followed a scuffle 

between them. The evidence of PW3 discloses that during the scuffle, the deceased 

fell down several times on the concrete floor, walls and fencing. This evidence would 

show that  the accused Shatyakam Phukan did all  to the deceased to fall  on the 

concrete floor, walls and fencing in the scuffle, even as the deceased was tall, well  

built and hefty man but it  is possible on the ground that the deceased was under 

influence of  alcohol.  PW3 immediately,  noticed bleeding of  the deceased.  And a 

result, the deceased sustained severe injuries in the scuffle, leading to coma and to 

his  death  on  the  spot.   Perhaps,  the  deceased  who  suffered  from severe  liver 

problem, aggravated his physical disorder in the scuffle and injuries. It is not medical 

evidence that the cause of death was not due to injuries sustained by the deceased.  

The injuries in the scuffle was so severe that the deceased had bleeded immediately. 

However, PW3 did not implicate the accused Muktikam Phukan in the said scuffle. 

There is no other evidence to implicate the accused Muktikam Phukan in the alleged 

occurrence also. The report of the I/O vide Ext.B though, indicated the involvement of 

the accused Muktikam Phukan, but such report is not based on direct material by the 

I/O. Hence Ext.B cannot be a reliable piece of evidence to implicate the accused 



Muktikam Phukan in the occurrence of the case directly. 
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37. Therefore,  the  evidence on record  shows that  it  was the  accused 

Shatyakam Phukan who caused the injuries on the person of the deceased which 

leads to his death. But the intention of the said accused does not appear to cause 

death of the deceased. The accused Shatyakam Phukan came into the scene to 

save  his  brother/  accused  Muktikam  Phukan.  The  motive  therefore,  is  to  save 

Muktikam Phukan. In the process, the accused Shatyakam Phukan entered into the 

scuffle with the deceased who was under influence of alcohol at the relevant time of 

the  occurrence.  If  the  accused  Shatyakam  Phukan  did  not  come  to  intervene 

between the accused Mutktikam Phukan and the deceased, there would not have 

any quarrel  between the accused Shatyakam Phukan and the deceased and the 

outcome would  have been the  injuries  of  the  accused Muktikam Phukan due to 

physical assault of the deceased. 

38. But scenerio in the facts of the case is different. The deceased after  

attacking both the accused one after another, lost his own life as it emerges from the 

evidence of PW2 and 3 however, after having a scuffle with the accsued Satyakam 

Phukan.   The  evidence  of  PW2  and  3  who  are  the  natural  witnesses  of  the 

occurrence, cannot disbelieve on any ground. Another point for drawing attenion from 

the evidence of PW3 is that while the deceased was lying with injuries, he did not 

breath  his  last.   The  accused  Satyakam  Phukan  who  is  medical  practioner  by 

profession, came subsequently, with a stethoscope to examine the deceased.  The 

evidence of PW3 shows that the accused Satyakam Phukan called an ambulence 



also.  Thus  all  these  material  in  evidence  does  not  suggest  that  the  accused 

Skatyakam Phukan had an intention to take the life of the deceased. But he caused 

severe injuries to the deceased in the scuffle leading to the death.  Such injuries  

would not be occurred unless the deceased was dashed against the concrete floor 

severally. So it is clear that the accused Satyakam Phukan caused such injuries on 

the person of the deceased. But the injury on the leg of the deceased could not be 

ascertained due to lack of evidence on record but it is correct to say that it was not  

caused by the accused Satyakam Phukan since he was found to be bare handed at 

the relevant time of the occurrence. The statement of the accused persons u/s 313 

CrPC also, supported the evidence of the prosecution.  

39. After considering the evidence on record, it appears that the accused 

Satyakam Phukan lost  control  of  his  mind and got  provocated when he saw the 

deceased was beating his brother/ accused Muktikam Phukan in front of his house, 

and also, immediately, attacked received by him too after he attempted to disperse 

the deceased and Muktikam Phukan. But due to scuffle with the deceased, 
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the accused Satyakam Phukan caused injury to the deceased without any intention 

to caused death but it cannot be ruled out that as a doctor, he had no knowledge that  

such injuries may cause death of the deceased and therefore, it is found from the 

evidence on record that the accused Satyakam Phukan committed the offence of 

culpable homicide not amount to murder of the deceased u/s 304 IPC.

40. Now it is to examine if the accused Muktikam Phukan had common 

intention with the accused Shatyakam Phukan to cause death of the said deceased. 



It  is  already appeared from the evidence on record that  the role  of  the accused 

Muktikam Phukan was  that  he  called  his  accused brother  to  save  him from the 

deceased. The medical evidence shows that the accused Muktikam Phukan suffered 

injuries on his person including a grievous injury of fracture. This means that such 

injuries was caused by the deceased to the accused Muktikam Phukan.

41. It is correct to say that meeting of mind of the accused persons can 

be taken place at the spot at the very moment. It is not necessary that such meeting 

of mind for a common intention should be arosed from premaditated mind of accused 

persons prior to the occurrence. But it must be assessed the elements of common 

intention of the accused persons from the facts of the case.  If the role of the accused 

Muktikam Phukan is assessed from the facts of the case, it only discloses that he 

wanted help of the accused Satyakam Phukan. Nowhere in the evidence, it appears 

that the accused Muktikam called his accused brother to beat the deceased in any 

manner. Similarly, it does not appear that the accused Satyakam came to beat the 

deceased first. There was attempt of the accused Satyakam Phukan to separate the 

deceased from Muktikam Phukan. From the evidence of PW3, it is clear that both the 

accused went home after the occurrence was over, leaving aside the deceased lying 

on the road. All the above facts does not suggest for meeting of mind between the 

accused persons to beat the deceased physically. It is perhaps not possible for the 

accused Muktikam Phukan to stop the scuffle between the deceased and his brother, 

since he suffered severe injuries on his person. Hence no inference can be drawn 

from the evidence on record that  the accused Muktikam Phukan had  any common 

intention with the accused Satyakam Phukan  to beat the deceased in the scuffle. 

42. Further  the defence raised the  plea that  if  the  accused Satyakam 



Phukan is entitled to get the benefit of right of private defence as per law. The section 

96 IPC envisages that nothing is an offence which is done in the exercise of the right  

of private defence. But at the same time, it is not correct to hold that 
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merely because some injuries were found on the person of the accused, the plea of 

private defence is automatically established. There must be material  on record to 

establish the circumstances which necessitated the exercise of such right. 

43. In  AIR 1963 SC 612, Jai Dev & anr. vs. State of  Punjab, 

the  Hon'ble  Supreme Court  interpreated  the  section  100  IPC  that  if  the  person 

claiming the right of  private  defence  has  to  face  assaitants  who  can  be  

reasonbly  apprehended to cause grievous hurt to him it would be open to him  

to defend himself by causing the death of the assaitant.

44. The section 100 IPC enshrines the descriptions under which right of 

private defence extends to a person that 

1] such an assault  as may reasonably cause the apprehension that death 

otherwise be the consequence of such assault ; 

2] such an asault as may reasonably cause the appehension that grievous 

hurt will otherwise be the consequence of such assault ; 

3] an assault with the intention of committing rape ; 

4] an assault with the intention of gratifying unnatural lust ; 

5] an assault with the intention of kidnapping or abducting ; 

6]  an  assault  with  the  intention  of  wronfully  confining  a  person,  under 

circumstances which may reasonably cause him to apprehend that he will be unable 

to have recourse to the public authorities for his release.  



45. Now  in  the  light  of  the  above  descriptions,  the  evidence  and 

circumstances of the present case in hand needs to assess and examine.  If the 

medical  evidence is taken into consideration, it  would disclose that  the deceased 

sustained several injuries to his person including sharp cutting injuries on his leg. The 

death of the deceased was due to coma as a result of injuries sustained over the 

head which was caused by blunt force impact. It is does not appear from the medical 

evidence that such head injuries so sustained by the deceased was grievous or not. 

On the otherhand, the medical evidence on record shows that the accused Satyakam 

Phukan suffered simple injuries on his person which were on his hand and knee joint. 

Thus it discloses that the accused Satyakam Phukan had only two simple injuries on 

his person. Hence, it surprises to note that when the deceased sustained so many 

injuries on his head area in the scuffle even as the deceased was a tall, well built and  

hefty  man  comparing  to  the  accused  persons,  the  accused  Satyakam  Phukan 

received simple injuries. Perhaps, the prosecution could not prove some elements 

which happened in the scuffle between them. 
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46. However, it cannot be ruled out that the accused Satyakam Phukan 

apprehended grievous injury to him which may cause to him by the deceased since 

the deceased was under influence of alcohol and had caused grievous injury to the 

accused Muktikam Phukan. Such apprehension is genuine since he saw severely 

beating the accused Muktikam Phukan by the deceased as a result, the accused 

Muktikam Phukan received grievous fracture of bone injury to his person. Moreover,  

the  deceased  attacked  the  accused  Satyakam  Phukan  first  when  he  tried  to 

intervene between the deceased and the accused Muktikam Phukan. As such the 

deceased was appeared to be the aggressor. 



47. After considering the entire evidence on record as well as, facts and 

circumstances of the case, it makes clear that unless, the accused Satyakam Phukan 

had tried to save not only for himself in the scuffle with the deceased but also, for the 

accused Muktikam Phukan, the deceased would have caused grievous injuries to the 

accused Satyakam Phukan like the accused Muktikam Phukan. In the light of the 

facts  of  the  case,  there  is  doubt  that  the  accused  Satyakam  Phukan  Had  any 

intention to cause hurt to the deceased first and he was not an aggressor. Hence the 

exception laid down u/s 99 IPC is not applicable to the present case in hand and 

against  the  accused  Satyakam  Phukan.  His  case  is  therefore,  covered  u/s 

100(secondly) IPC.  Accordingly, the accused Satyakam Phukan is given the benefit 

of right of private defence in this case. 

48. In the result, it appears that the prosecution has not able to prove its  

case against  the accused persons beyond all  reasonable doubt.  Accordingly,  the 

accused  persons  are  held  not  guilty  u/s  302/34  IPC.  The  accused  persons  are 

therefore, acquitted and set at liberty. The bail bonds of the accused persons shall 

continue u/s 437A CrPC. The seized articles shall be destroyed. Furnish a copy of 

judgment to the District Magistrate, Kamrup (M) Guwahati. 

49. Given under the hand and seal of this court on this 17th day of July, 2017.



Dictated and corrected by me :

Shri C. Das,

Addl. Sessions Judge No.1        Addl. Sessions Judge No.1

   Kamrup (M) Guwahati            Kamrup (M) Guwahati
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APPENDIX :

List of prosecution witness :

PW1 .... Ms. Mridusmita Medhi .... informant

PW2 .... Chinmoy Barua

PW3 .... Shisir Goswami

PW4 .... Sapan Jumar Singh

PW5 .... Dr. Mrinal Haloi ... m/o

PW6 .... Ms. Renu Bora Handique ... serologist

PW7 .... Dr. Rituraj Chaliha .... m/o

PW8 .... Ms. Sharmishtha Borah ... ex. magistrate

PW9 .... Jogeswar Bordoloi .... scientific officer

PW10 .... Dr. Mahibul Islam ... m/o

PW11 .... Rebati Baruah .... i/o

PW12 .... Diganta Kr. Borah ... i/o

List of defence witness :

DW1 ... Dr. Satyakam Phukan

DW2 ... Muktikam Phukan



List of documents exhibited by prosecution :

Ext.1 & 2 .... FIR

Ext.3 ... statement u/s 164 CrPC

Ext.4 ...  statement u/s 164 CrPC

Ext.5 ... statement u/s 161 CrPC

Ext.6 & 7 ... seizure lists 

Ext.8 .... post-mortem report

Ext.9 ... forwarding letter

Ext.10 ... dead body challan

Ext.11 ... inquest report

Ext.12 ... command certificate

Ext.13 ... serology report

Ext.14 .... forwarding of Ext.13

Ext.15 ... final medical report

Ext.16 ... viscera report

Ext.17 .... forwarding of Ext.16

Ext.18 .... medical report of accused no.1

Ext.19 .... medical report of accused no.2
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Ext.20 .... x-ray report of accused no.2

Ext.21 .... seizure list

Ext.22 ... sketch map

Ext.23 ... seizure list

Ext.24 .... charge-sheet



List of exhibits of defence :

Ext.A ... FIR of accused no.1

Ext.B ... inquiry report of I/O

Ext.C .... extract copy of GD entry no.394 

Marerial exhibits :

MR Ext.1 ... box containing seized blood stained cloths o accused no.2

MR Ext.2 ... brown coloured trouser of accused no.2

MR Ext.3 ... pink coloured blood stained full shirt of accused no.2

MR Ext.4 ... cream coloured sweater of accused no.2

MR Ext.5 ... jeans pant 

MR Ext.6 .... jeans jacket

Addl. Sessions Judge No.1

  Kamrup (M) Guwahati


